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Abstract 

In this paper, we study the problem of realtime admission control for M/G/m/m networks by using 

sequential routing algorithm. To accommodate different communication systems to generic network mod-

els, we model telephony systems as M/G/m/m networks. In general, there is a trade-off between quality of 

service, the implementation complexity of admission control algorithms, and system performance. Under 

the assumption of given average traffic demands and candidate routes for each origin-destination (O-D) 

pair, we propose a sequential routing algorithm to decide realtime connection-setup sequence for reliable 

multiple-connectivity networks. 

The emphasis of this work is to develop a centralized sequential routing policy to support distributed 

realtime admission control for optimizing total revenue of generic M/G/m/m networks purpose. We for-

mulate this algorithm as a combinatorial optimization problem, where the objective function is to mini-

mize the average system call-blocking rate. For considering realtime admission control purpose, we de-

cide the routing sequence for each O-D pair to optimize system performance by predicting aggregated 

traffic of each link and blocking probability of each O-D pair. We apply this algorithm as our kernel and 

develop a realtime admission control application for reliable wireless networks. That application can 

achieve up to 99% improvement of the total call-blocking rate. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Due to the rapid growth of communication applications in the world, the reliability property is be-

come a critical issue for any uninterrupted networks. Multiple-connectivity is one promising technique to 

overcome connection unstable property, the time-variance properties of radio air interface especially. 

Network designer must well deploy base stations (BSs) and arrange enough spectrum resource to ensure 

individual connectivity requirement [9]. That is, each origin-destination (O-D) pair has several disjoint 

candidate routes in a well-designed multiple-connectivity network. In this paper, we model a generic 

M/G/m/m queueing system to accommodate different communication systems by assuming that (1) traffic 

behaves as Poisson arrival process, (2) Erlang-B formula is used to model M/G/m/m queueing system, 

and (3) average traffic load is used to estimate realtime traffic load. 

Admission control is the acceptance or blocking of call requests. At the cell level, flow enforcement 

mechanisms police a source to ensure that its blocking probability does not exceed the negotiated limit [7]. 

Admission control combined with flow enforcement (policing) can support preventive congestion control 

mechanism to maximize system revenue [6]. In general, there is a trade-off between quality of service, the 

implementation complexity of admission control algorithms, and system performance. In this paper, we 

propose a sequential routing algorithm to decide realtime connection-setup sequence for reliable multi-

ple-connectivity networks.  

The results of this algorithm can be applied to realtime admission control by checking the QoS fea-
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sibility of each candidate route sequentially [4]. For considering realtime admission control purpose, we 

decide the routing sequence for each O-D pair to optimize system performance by predicting aggregated 

traffic of each link and blocking probability of each O-D pair. We apply the proposed sequential routing 

algorithm as our kernel and cooperate with fixed channel assignment mechanism to support realtime ad-

mission control for reliable wireless networks. That is, we integrate centralized sequential routing mecha-

nisms and long-term channel assignment to support realtime admission control to improve spectrum 

utilization [5]. 

The emphasis of this work is to develop a centralized sequential routing policy to support distributed 

realtime admission control for optimizing total revenue of generic M/G/m/m networks purpose. We for-

mulate this algorithm as a combinatorial optimization problem, where the objective function is to mini-

mize the average system call-blocking rate that represents the loss revenue of systems. This kind of prob-

lems is by nature highly complicated and NP-complete. Thus, we apply the Lagrange relaxation approach 

and the subgradient method to solve this problem.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides the problem description, the 

notation definitions and problem formulation. In Section III, we adopt Lagrangean relaxation as our solu-

tion approach to deal with this problem. We also develop several algorithms to optimally solve dual 

problem. In Section IV, we apply the proposed sequential routing algorithm to realtime admission control 

application. Finally, the summary of this paper is in Section IV. 
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II. SEQUENTIAL ROUTING PROBLEM 

A. Problem Description 

In this chapter, we intend to establish a model to discuss sequential routing problem for generic 

communication networks. We study how multiple-connectivity property will influence the routing policy 

and communication grade of service (GoS). Furthermore, we use the sequential routing mechanism to 

enhance realtime admission control to maximize long-term system revenue. We develop a mathematical 

model to deal with sequential route problem in order to minimize total call-blocking rate in the system. 

The system parameters are: (1) candidate set of O-D pairs, (2) candidate paths for each O-D pair, (3) 

the mean arrival rate of new traffic for each O-D pair, and (4) the capacity assigned for each link. The 

objective function of this formulation is to minimize the total call-blocking rate of system subject to: (1) 

single route constraint and (2) sequential routing constraint. We assume that (1) all of paths for each O-D 

pair are link disjoint, (2) link call-blocking probability is independent with others, (3) overflow traffic 

also behaves as Poisson arrival process, (4) use Erlang-B formula to model M/G/m/m queueing system, 

and (5) average traffic load is used to estimate realtime traffic load. 

B. Notations 

Table 1: Given parameters for sequential routing algorithm 
Given Parameters 

Notation Descriptions 
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W  The set of O-D pairs 

wP  The set of paths which can support requirement of OD pair w 

L  The set of links 

S  The set of permutations which belong to integer value 

wλ  The mean arrival rate of new traffic for each O-D pair Ww∈  

lc  Capacity assigned for link l 

lg  Upper bound of aggregate traffic for link l  

wsB  
Call-blocking probability for the ith candidate path for Ww∈  which belongs 

to discrete set } ,...,02.0 ,01.0 ,0{ wswsws BKB =∈  

plδ  Indicator function which is 1 if link l belongs to path p and 0 otherwise 

( )ll gcd ,  
Blocking probability of link l which is a function of traffic demand lg and 

link capacity lc  

 
Table 2: Decision variables for sequential routing algorithm 

Decision Variables 

Notation Descriptions 

wlb  Blocking probability of link l which is referenced by O-D pair w 

lg  Aggregate flow on link l (in Erlangs) 

psx  
Routing decision variable which is 1 if path wPp∈  is selected as the sth can-

didate path for Ww∈  and 0 otherwise 
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C. Program Formulation 

Objective function (IP1): 

 ∑ ∏
∈ ∈
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 10 ≤≤ wsB  SsWw ∈∈∀ , . (7) 

The objective is to minimize the call-blocking rate of total system. Constraint (1) calculates the 

call-blocking probability. It is reformulated from the original product form of transmission success prob-

ability ( ) ws
Pp Ll

llplps Bgcdx
w

=





 −−∏ ∏

∈ ∈
),(11 δ  to become solvable formulation. Constraint (2) decomposes 

the call-blocking probability of link l by introducing one additional notation wlb . Constraint (3) calcu-

lates the aggregate traffic for link l. Constraint (4) enforces only one candidate route can be selected for 

each O-D pair w on each routing sequence. Constraint (5) allows the number of candidate path is larger 

than the number of routing selection sequence. One path may be selected as a candidate path or not that is 

dependent by its blocking probability. Constraint (6) enforces the integer property of the decision variable 
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psx . Constraint (7) enforces the feasible region of call-blocking probability wsB . 

III. SOLUTION APPROACH 

Because the above sequential routing problem is NP-complete, we do not expect to develop an opti-

mal algorithm for large-scale problems. Instead, an efficient Lagrangean-based algorithm, which has been 

successfully adopted to solve many famous NP-complete problems, is developed in this section. 

By using the Lagrangean Relaxation method [1], we relax two complicate constraints. One is 

non-linear programming problem, which is Constraint (2), and the other is signomial problem, which is 

Constraint (3). After dualizing these complicating constraints, we can construct the following Lagrangean 

relaxation problem (LR): 

A. Lagrangean Relaxation 

For a vector of Lagrangean multipliers, a Lagrangean relaxation problem of IP1 is given by 

Objective function (LR1): 

 ∑ ∏
∈ ∈
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subject to: (1), (4), (5), (6), and (7). 

In this formulation, 21 , lwl µµ  are Lagrange multipliers. To solve this problem, we can decompose 

(LR1) into the following two independent and solvable optimization subproblems. 

Subproblem (SUB1): (related with decision variables wsB , psx , and wlb ) 
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Objective function: 
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subject to: (1), (4), (5), (6), (7), and 

 wswsws BBB ≤≤  wsws KBSsWw ∈∈∈∀ ,,  (8) 

 wlwlwl bbb ≤≤  LlWw ∈∈∀ , . (9) 

Because multiplier 2
lµ  may be positive or negative, this formulation is a signomial geometric pro-

gramming problem, which is more complexity and difficult than polynomial programming one. For deal-

ing with this problem more efficiency, we constrain decision variable wsB  to a discrete limited set 

} ,01.0 ..., ,02.0 ,01.0 ,{ wswswswswsws BBBBBK −++=  by introducing an additional Constraint (8) where 

notations wsB  and wsB  are a sensible lower bound and upper bound. According to experience, the up-

per bound wsB  is determined by (1) a artificial threshold: limit the blocking probability to a sensible up-

per bound of blocking probability (i.e. 20%) or (2) a worst case value: calculate the worst-case blocking 

probability by duplicate all of traffic from all of users and route to all of candidate paths. The lower 

bound wsB  can be determined by only routing the traffic of this O-D pair to candidate path and than 

calculate the coordinate blocking probability. 

As the discrete property of tsB , we can exhaustively search for all possible values of tsB  for each 

permutation s. Therefore, decision variable wlb  can be determined by multiplier 1
wlµ  if link l is not one 

candidate link of O-D pair w. To improve dual solution quality, we introduce an additional Constraint (9) 
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to limit decision variable wlb  in sensible region. We can describe this situation by 
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If link l may be one candidate link of O-D pair, i.e. 1=∑ ∑
∈ ∈wPp Ll

plδ , we can determine its value by 

maximizing ∑
∈Ll

wlwlb
1µ  subject to ws

Pp Ll
wlplps Bbx

w
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∈ ∈

δ . We can decompose this problem into |W| inde-

pendent subproblems, denoted as (SUB1w) and formulate as follows. 

Objective function (SUB1w): 
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subject to: (1), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), and (9). 

We can solve each subproblem by the following steps. 

Step 1. Initial variable minValue=MAX_VALUE. 

Step 2. Select one kind of candidate path sequences, assign the associate decision variable pstempX  

to equal one and zero otherwise. 

Step 3. Select one feasible set of blocking probability values, which satisfy the feasible region de-

fined by Constraint (8), and assign to temporary set tempSetB  for each permutation Ss∈ .  

Step 4. For each link l, we assign wlbtemp _  to equal wlb  if 0=∑ ∑
∈ ∈wPp Ll

plδ  and 01 ≥wlµ . If 

0=∑ ∑
∈ ∈wPp Ll

plδ  and 01 <wlµ , we assign wlbtemp _  to equal wlb . Otherwise, try to maximize 

∑
∈Ll

wlwlb
1µ  when all of this kind wlbtemp _  satisfy ws

Pp Ll
wlplps Bbx

w

=∑ ∑
∈ ∈

δ . 

Step 5. Under this certain routing sequence pstempX  and blocking probability set tempSetB , cal-
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culate the objective value of (SUB1w). If tempMin  smaller than minValue, we assign psx , 

wlb , wsB , and minValue to equal pstempX , wlbtemp _ , wstempB , and tempMin , respec-

tively. 

Step 6. Go to Step 3 to exhaustively search other possible set tempSetB . If there is no any blocking 

probability case, go to Step 2 to exhaustively search other routing sequences. 

Subproblem (SUB2): (related with decision variable lg ) 

 ∑∑∑
∈∈ ∈

−=
Ll

ll
Ww Ll

llwlSUB ggcdZ 21
2 ),(min µµ   (SUB2) 

subject to:  

 ll gg ≤≤0  Ll∈∀ . (10) 

We add a redundant Constraint (10) to improve dual solution quality. We decompose this problem 

into |L| independent sub-problems, denoted as (SUB2l) and formulate as follows. 

 Objective function (SUB2l): ∑
∈

+−=
Ww

wllllllSUB gcdgZ 12
2 ),(min µµ  subject to (10).  

Because lc  is a given parameter, the call-blocking probability function ( )ll gcd ,  is a well-know 

Erlang-B formula that is a convex function of decision variable lg . If multiple 01 ≥∑
∈Ww

wlµ , problem 

lSUBZ 2  becomes a convex function. To minimize objective value, the optimal lg  can be found by using 

line search technique (e.g. golden section method). Otherwise, if multiple 01 <∑
∈Ww

wlµ , problem lSUBZ 2  

becomes a concave function and the optimal solution will occurs either 0=lg  or ll gg = . The upper 

bound lg  can be determined by function ( ) wlll bgcd =,  where wlb  is an artificial probability thresh-

old for O-D pair w being blocked by its candidate link l. 
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B. The Dual Problem and the Subgradient Method 

According to the weak Lagrangean duality theorem [2], for any 1
wlµ  and 2

lµ , 

( )21
11 ,max lwlLRD ZZ µµ=  is a lower bound of 1IPZ . The dual problem (D1) is then constructed to calcu-

late the tightest lower bound.  

Let a ( LLW +× )-tuple vector g be a subgradient of problem ( )21
1 , lwlLRZ µµ . In iteration k of the 

subgradient method [3], the multiplier vector ( )21 , lwl µµπ =  is updated by 1+kπ  = kkk gt+π . The step 

size kt  is determined by ( )
2
11

k

kD
h
IPk

g

ZZt πδ −
= , where h

IPZ 1  is the primal objective function value from 

a heuristic solution (an upper bound of 1IPZ ) and δ  is a constant between zero and two. 

IV. AN APPLICATION OF SEQUENTIAL ROUTING MECHANISM 

A. Realtime Admission Control 

For channelized wireless systems, flow enforcement mechanisms must cooperate with channel as-

signment to pre-allocate precious spectrum resource for supporting communication services. Channel al-

location schemes can be divided into two kinds: fixed channel allocation (FCA) and dynamic channel al-

location (DCA). In general, FCA strategies are more efficient under high load conditions than DCA but 

provide less flexibility and traffic adaptability. Therefore, our realtime distributed admission control does 

not cooperate with DCA but with sequential routing based FCA mechanism in our previous paper [5].  

We apply the proposed sequential routing algorithm as our kernel to determine homing sequences 
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and FCA mechanism to achieve efficient of channel resources. Admission control is source-driven 

whenever we pre-determine the homing sequence for each mobile terminal. That is, mobile terminals ini-

tial the call setup phase and inspect the QoS feasibility of candidate homes sequentially. These admittance 

computations are avoided at intermediate nodes to support distributed and realtime characteristics. An-

other design philosophy behind the construction of the algorithm is that the speed of the decisions is more 

important than how close the solution is to an optimal solution [7]. 

The emphasis of that work is to develop a centralized sequential routing algorithm together with 

FCA scheme to support realtime distributed admission control. We extend the sequential routing algo-

rithm to formulate the admission control problem for reliable wireless networks. The objective function is 

to minimize the total call-blocking rate, which represents the long-term loss revenue of the system, sub-

ject to configuration, sequential routing, and grade-of-service (GoS) constraints. The configuration con-

straints require that the assigned channels for each sector be admissible. Whereas, the GoS constraints 

require that the call-blocking probability constraint for each sector and CIR constraint received by each 

mobile terminal must be satisfied.  

B. Computational Experiments 

In the computational experiments, we randomly generate a sectorization wireless network topology 

as our experiment environment. In this topology, there are 5 BSs constructed by 15 smart antenna to ser-

vice 20 MT clusters under the GSM-like situation that frequency ( cf ) is on 900 MHz, bandwidth (W) is 
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12.5 MHz, CIR (γ ) is 9 dB, average MT height ( mh ) is between 1 m to 10 m, average BS height ( bh ) is 

between 30 m to 200 m. For comparison purpose, we also develop a power dominant heuristic (Heuristic 

H) to compare with the proposed algorithm (Algorithm A) on test networks. In these experiments, we can 

observe that as the traffic load increasing, Algorithm A can achieve feasible solution but Heuristic H 

cannot. Furthermore, the proposed Algorithm A achieved average up to 99% improvement of the total 

call-blocking rate. We depict the experiment results of admission control application, which use sequen-

tial routing algorithm, in Table 3 [5]. 

Table 3. Experiment results for Admission Control Application [5] 

Case Areas [10] i∆ [8] tλ  Algorithm A Heuristic H Improvement

1 open 50 2 8.4781 e-10 1.1600 e-04 99.9% 

2 open 100 2 5.8552 e-19 8.2101 e-04 100% 

3 open 200 2 2.6054 e-13 1.0501 e-02 100% 

4 open 300 2 2.6515 e-04 1.7376 e-01 99.8% 

5 open 50 5 6.6102 e-03 9.0580 e-01 99.2% 

6 open 100 5 3.2364 e-09 9.6843 e-01 99.9% 

7 open 200 5 2.0477 e-03 3.0707 e+00 99.9% 

8 open 300 5 5.0930 e+00 N/A --- 

9 open 100 10 1.7254 e-07 N/A --- 

10 open 200 10 5.4591 e+00 N/A --- 

11 open 300 10 N/A N/A --- 
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12 urban 50 2 1.1209 e-13 9.9436 e-05 100% 

13 urban 100 2 7.0688 e-26 2.5741 e-04 100% 

14 urban 200 2 7.6380 e-05 2.5839 e-02 99.7% 

15 urban 300 2 3.8196 e-04 6.3651 e-01 99.9% 

16 urban 50 5 1.6912 e-02 2.9121 e+00 99% 

17 urban 100 5 3.5969 e-06 2.9843 e+00 99.9% 

18 urban 200 5 9.7828 e-01 N/A --- 

19 urban 300 5 1.5764 e+01 N/A --- 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

To achieve long-term performance optimization, centralized resource allocation and routing ar-

rangement are critical mechanisms for complicate communication systems. In general, there is a trade-off 

between quality of service, the implementation complexity of admission control algorithms, and system 

performance. In this paper, we study the key issue of realtime admission control for multiple-connectivity 

M/G/m/m networks by introducing sequential routing algorithm. 

Under the assumption of given average traffic demands and candidate routes for each O-D pair, we 

propose a sequential routing algorithm to decide realtime connection-setup sequence for reliable multi-

ple-connectivity networks. We formulate this algorithm as a combinatorial optimization problem, where 

the objective function is to minimize the average system call-blocking rate. Because this problem is 

NP-complete, we apply an efficient Lagrangean-based algorithm to solve large-scale problems. 
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The emphasis of this work is to develop a centralized sequential routing policy to support distributed 

realtime admission control for well-designed multiple-connectivity communication networks. That is, we 

successfully apply this algorithm as our kernel and develop a realtime admission control application for 

reliable wireless networks. We decide the routing sequence for each O-D pair to optimize system per-

formance by predicting aggregated traffic of each link and blocking probability of each O-D pair. The 

routing information can be used to process admission control, resource allocation, connection-setup, and 

QoS assurance. In these experiments, the proposed Lagrangean-based algorithm achieved average up to 

99% improvement of the total call-blocking rate and can solve higher traffic load then the sensible primal 

heuristic. 
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